Demographic Overview

W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Participant Demographic Details
What Grade is your child in?
W.H. Cushing Workplace School
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
other
Grand Total

Participants

How do you commute to work/school with your child each day?
W.H. Cushing Workplace School
Automobile
CTrain only
Transit & CTrain
Transit only
Walk
other
Grand Total

Participants
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6
8
9
1
2
26
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15
6
4
1
0
0
26

Percentage
23.08%
30.77%
34.62%
3.85%
7.69%
100.00%

Percentage
57.69%
23.08%
15.38%
3.85%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q1: When you think about your child's education what do you value?
Started: 5 Nov 2014 Ended: Not completed
Star Cloud

Star summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

I value access to Before and After care.

31

13

2.38

Smaller class sizes

24

12

2.00

Positive school and teachers

23

15

1.53

Being close to parks, libraries, gym and in
downtown core.

22

12

1.83

it is very important for me to have a school in
downtown

21

11

1.91

Exposure to real world situations and learning
about their community

20

12

1.67

I value being close to my child during the day.

20

12

1.67

A fun, positive, engaging, inclusive, safe
environment.

19

12

1.58

Parent support and convenience

19

12

1.58
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Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q1: When you think about your child's education what do you value?
overall rating
The quality of teaching by passionate and
driven educators

18

participant count average rating
12

1.50

I value access to Before and After care…
Smaller class sizes
Positive school and teachers
Being close to parks, libraries, gym an…
it is very important for me to have a s…
Exposure to real world situations and l…
I value being close to my child during …
A fun, positive, engaging, inclusive, s…
Parent support and convenience
The quality of teaching by passionate a…
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31
24
23
22
21
20
20
19
19
18

Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q2: What do you value about W.H. Cushing Workplace School?
Started: 5 Nov 2014 Ended: Not completed
Star Cloud

Star summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

High quality before and after care

27

14

1.93

The location, staff, the curriculum.

22

14

1.57

Exceptional on-site care

21

12

1.75

convenient location. It's helpful for parents
working in downtown area.

20

12

1.67

Being able to work AND be involved with my
kids at school

19

11

1.73

The field trips (ie Glenbow, swimming, CPO,
theater, children's festival

19

13

1.46

Being able to visit during lunchtimes, easy
accessibility from work.

17

11

1.55

The ability to experience Calgary's downtown
culture and experiences

17

12

1.42
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Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q2: What do you value about W.H. Cushing Workplace School?
overall rating

participant count average rating

Location and accessibility

16

12

1.33

The integrated child care program

15

8

1.88

High quality before and after care
The location, staff, the curriculum.
Exceptional on-site care
convenient location. It's helpful for …
Being able to work AND be involved with…
The field trips (ie Glenbow, swimming, …
Being able to visit during lunchtimes, …
The ability to experience Calgary's dow…
Location and accessibility
The integrated child care program
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27
22
21
20
19
19
17
17
16
15

Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q3: Considering your response to the previous questions, what is most important as we consider another location for
W.H. Cushing Workplace School?
Started: 5 Nov 2014 Ended: Not completed
Star Cloud

Star summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

School must be coupled with on-site care,
and have sufficient space for it

33

13

2.54

Would still need access to similar facilities
(library, gym, parks).

24

13

1.85

Centralized location downtown to try and
provide same experiences

20

12

1.67

Centrally located within the downtown core

20

7

2.86

still in downtown and close to ctrain station,
easy to go

20

10

2.00

Security

19

10

1.90

Space for childcare

19

11

1.73

Proximity to the work place (for parents)

18

9

2.00
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Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q3: Considering your response to the previous questions, what is most important as we consider another location for
W.H. Cushing Workplace School?
overall rating

participant count average rating

Ability to manage a K-4/6 program

17

9

1.89

Accessibility - close to transit; available
parking for drop-off/pick up

15

11

1.36

School must be coupled with on-site car…
Would still need access to similar faci…
Centralized location downtown to try an…
Centrally located within the downtown c…
still in downtown and close to ctrain s…
Security
Space for childcare
Proximity to the work place (for parent…
Ability to manage a K-4/6 program
Accessibility - close to transit; avail…
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33
24
20
20
20
19
19
18
17
15

Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q4: Is there anything else you would like to share?
Started: 5 Nov 2014 Ended: Not completed
Star Cloud

Star summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

Please keep a workplace school in the
downtown core!!

35

13

2.69

We are strong supporters and strongly
invested in continuing the school!

28

12

2.33

Without briar hill and the other community
relationships the wonderful

28

13

2.15

Please keep us involved so that we may
assist in any way possible

27

12

2.25

downtown school saved lots of professional
mom's energy, no point to cancel

25

12

2.08

An asset for keeping professional females in
the workplace

22

9

2.44

If possible, would you provide more options of
students transferring,like t

20

10

2.00
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Question Overview
W.H. Cushing Workplace School

Q4: Is there anything else you would like to share?
overall rating

participant count average rating

I forgot to say on site childcare as crucial to
the success of the work

18

10

1.80

Location Options

17

8

2.12

+15 accessibility

15

9

1.67

Please keep a workplace school in the d…
We are strong supporters and strongly i…
Without briar hill and the other commun…
Please keep us involved so that we may …
downtown school saved lots of professio…
An asset for keeping professional femal…
If possible, would you provide more opt…
I forgot to say on site childcare as cr…
Location Options
+15 accessibility
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35
28
28
27
25
22
20
18
17
15

